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Abstract: New developments in production control can be grouped around two modes:
distributed and centralised control. Interaction betweenthese control modes can be seen
as a B2M issue. We propose in this paper an alternative B2M architecture, using holonic
products, in order to enable cooperation between centralised business and distributed
manufacturing decision systems. We will first give the requirements of such a system,
then outline the structure of the holonic product and finallystudy the possible interaction
protocols between the products and the decision system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the area of enterprise information system design,
the business to manufacturing (B2M) interface has
generated a lot of research. Among the many aspects
of B2M, we focus on production control concerns.
Indeed, enterprises face new challenges, and evolu-
tions of control systems are required. On the one hand,
global performance is needed, not only considering
the enterprise, but also the supply chain. On the other
hand agility is required, in the context of shorter prod-
uct life-cycle and increasing product variety.

One of the trends in production control consists in im-
proving existing manufacturing production planning
and control (PPC) systems. For instance, advanced
planning systems (APS) are based on the mature
control architecture MRP2 (Manufacturing Resources
Planning) (Vollmanet al., 1997). These tools use
advanced operational research algorithms to provide
forecasting, planning and scheduling functions. Using
the integration paradigm, they centralise information
about the whole supply chain, for every planning level.
Therefore they aim at a global optimisation of produc-
tion.

Another trend consists in the use of distributed, in-
telligent control systems, like holonic manufacturing
systems (HMS). The holonic paradigm (Valckenaers,
2001) consists in distributing technical intelligence, or
even production control decisions among the actual el-
ements of the manufacturing system. For instance, the
PROSA reference architecture deals with resources,
products and order agents (van Brusselet al., 1998).
These intelligent systems use control paradigms from
distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) rather than op-
erational research algorithms. Indeed, the global con-
trol behaviour emerges from local decisions and from
interactions (synchronisation, data exchange, negotia-
tion) between these holonic entities.

Besides, advances in automatic identification, in par-
ticular radio-frequency identification (RFID), enable
to associate some easily-accessible data to a prod-
uct. Using RFID tags, the product might become an
information-storing and processing item. Then, this
smart productcan be connected to the enterprise infor-
mation system, or even to the global network, consti-
tuting an "Internet of things" (McFarlaneet al., 2003).

This lead us to envisageproduct-driven systems(Morel
et al., 2003). In such systems, products are active



objects, which control their own mobility in the pro-
duction system. The expected benefits of this new ap-
proach concern flexibility and robustness of control,
support of high product variety in production flows
(mass-customisation), or traceability along the supply
chain. We can therefore distinguish two main control
modes, one centralised and the other distributed. Both
have advantages and drawbacks, and they may co-
exist in the same organisation. So, our problem is the
interaction between centralised and distributed control
modes. From the point of view of control, the key
issue is to combine optimality of centralised control
with flexibility of distributed control. From the point
of view of information system engineering, the main
concern is to define an architecture in which both
types of control systems could cooperate and evolve.

In this paper we propose to use smart-products to en-
able cooperation between centralised and distributed
control systems.

First, both control modes will have to be more pre-
cisely characterised. Then, we will show how interac-
tions between these control modes can be seen as a
B2M issue, and propose a product-driven B2M archi-
tecture. Finally, we will present a model of the system.

2. CHARACTERISATION OF CENTRALISED
AND DISTRIBUTED CONTROL MODES

2.1 Hierarchical decomposition of decision systems

The enterprise decision system may be modelled us-
ing a hierarchical decomposition. This refers to the
well known CIM (computer integrated manufacturing)
model (ISO, 2002). The control functions are clas-
sified according to information aggregation level, to
weaker real-time constraints, and also to a broader
scope.

This hierarchical decomposition came first from the
study and modelling of existing (hierarchical) decision
systems. But it also shows a more general structure
of enterprises, related to the cognitive limit of each
element (Simon, 1996). Actually, similar decomposi-
tions can be found in other domains, for instance to
achieve control of autonomous vehicles (Albus and
Barbera, 2005). Indeed, a broader scope for decision-
making implies higher aggregation of information,
and weaker real-time constraints.

Therefore, we can use the CIM model as a kind
of map, where decision centres (DC) possibly not
hierarchically organised can be positioned. This will
help us in the study of decision systems.

An important characteristic is the existence ofcen-
tral elements. A central element is a decision centre
that manages "lower levels" DC. A decision system
without central element is ”heterarchical” (Bongaerts
et al., 2000). On the contrary, the use of central el-
ements is the base of hierarchy. Nevertheless, this

structural point of view is not sufficient to characterise
the organisation of a decision system, "ranging from
hierarchical to non-hierarchical control" (Brennan and
Norrie, 2003).

The other aspects that must be taken into account are
the nature of the relationship between DC, and their
dynamic behaviour.

2.2 Nature of relationships

Information received by a DC reduces its freedom to
make a choice and therefore impacts on the distribu-
tion of decisions.

First, the relation depends on therole associated to
the transmitted information. For instance, in the case
of a master-slave relationship, this role isimperative.
A piece of information received (e.g. a production
schedule) must be executed without being examined.
The role can also beinformative if the receiver is
given some autonomy with respect to the transmitted
information. These two kinds of relations, respectively
called "hierarchical" and "unconstrained-hierarchical"
have been implemented and compared (Brennan and
Norrie, 2003).

Then it also depends of the nature of decisions taken
by central DC. If they are highly detailed, then free-
dom of lower DC is reduced. If it is aggregated or in
another way imprecise, like in a fuzzy plan (Grabot
and Geneste, 1998), then the domain of choice is
broader. For instance, executing fuzzy plans empow-
ers operators, who have to take scheduling decisions,
making the decision system more distributed.

So, depending on the kind of relationships that a cen-
tral element have with lower level DC, the system can
be either centralised (every decision is taken by the
centre, lower levels only "repeat" what have been be-
forehand decided), or distributed, if central elements
have only an informative role.

2.3 Dynamic behaviour

A first approach to the dynamics of decision pro-
cesses is based on a periodic execution of decision
tasks. This is indeed true for high level planning de-
cisions (MRP2). For example, the master production
schedule is usually elaborated once a week, for a
time horizon equal to the cumulative lead time. So,
like in the GRAI enterprise modelling methodology
(Doumeingts, 1984), DC dynamics can be described
by a periodicity, and a time horizon.

Nevertheless, this characterisation only fit aone-shot
problem solving behaviour. In this way to solve prob-
lems, decisions are produced according to mathemat-
ical representations of the present state of the produc-
tion system, and to predictions (or assumptions) of



its evolutions. The decisions come from operational-
research algorithms, and are optimal with respect to
this model. As this optimisation procedure require
much computer time, it is only executed periodically,
or when events occur.

On the contrary, intelligent systems solveon-going
concerns (Valckenaerset al., 2003). They try to main-
tain the production system in itsliving condition,
by continuously adjusting its parameters, reacting to
events coming from workshop equipments, from other
enterprise applications. Solving on-going concerns
can also be proactive, if effects of the decisions in the
future are taken into account. An example of such a
decision system is the ants-based production control
system developed at KU Leuven (Hadeliet al., 2004).

To summarise, we distinguish two control modes (ta-
ble 1). Centralised control, global and predictive,
is widely used for business applications.Distributed
control, local and reactive, can be applicated to manu-
facturing control.

Table1.Centralisedanddistributedcontrol
characteristics

control mode centralised distributed
scope global local
behaviour predictive reactive
problem solving
paradigm

one-shot on-going

3. CENTRALISED VS. DISTRIBUTED
CONTROL AS A B2M ISSUE

3.1 Classical B2M model

In the classical architecture, business and manufactur-
ing domains are defined according to a hierarchical de-
composition of the control system. Business decisions
are associated to the higher levels of the pyramid,
whereas lower levels are concerned by manufacturing
decisions (ISO, 2002).

Both domains are integrated, and maintain each an
informational image of the physical flow of products
(figure 1). Therefore, there are three different flows:

• the physical products,
• information representing products from the man-

ufacturing point of view,
• information representing products from the busi-

ness point of view.

Synchronising information about the product is the
task of the B2M layer. Nevertheless, in this architec-
ture, it is hard for a (possibly distributed) manufactur-
ing decision to take place. On the one hand, increasing
computing capabilities tend to produce more and more
precise decisions, using for instance APS or schedul-
ing applications. On the other hand, if manufacturing
decision centres are given some autonomy, local deci-
sions may cause inconsistencies.

Fig. 1. Traditional B2M architecture

Besides, a very precise and timely accurate image of
the workshop must be available, in order to fulfil new
requirements on business, like on-demand production,
mass customisation, or the ability for a customer to
track the progress of his order.

3.2 Holonic products to solve B2M interaction

Instead of trying to integrate business and manufactur-
ing domains, we accept their existence as autonomous
entities, and try to make them cooperate with "intelli-
gence".

Business and manufacturing activities differ by their
view of the enterprise goal. On the one hand, business
concerns are related to the satisfaction of a market,
taking into account financial constraints (e.g. cash-
flow). On the other hand manufacturing concerns are
related to the production of physical goods, taking into
account technical constraints.

The product is the common object shared by both
business and manufacturing decision systems. There-
fore, we try to implement B2M cooperation by merg-
ing business and manufacturing information about the
product into the product itself. From the assembly of
these information and physical flows emerge a flow of
holonic products (Gouyonet al., 2004).

So, in this architecture, two autonomous decision sys-
tems, dealing with different production control con-
cerns, will cooperate through a flow of holonic prod-
ucts (figure 2).

3.3 Production control functions

The business decision system will use centralised con-
trol to plan ahead, in order to fulfil customer’s de-
mands. This consists in making:

• long-term strategic decisions,
• sales and operations plan (usually monthly pro-

duction plan for family of products, in each site,
or across the supply chain),



Fig. 2. Alternative product-driven B2M architecture
(Morel et al., 2005)

• master production schedule (usually weekly pro-
duction plan for products, in each site)
• material requirement planning,
• individual orders tracking/tracing.

The manufacturing decision system may use dis-
tributed control, in order to maintain production sys-
tem in "good conditions". This includes throughput
maximisation, fastest delivery of orders, quality assur-
ance. Manufacturing decisions possibly includes:

• workshop or site re-scheduling,
• alternate routings of product flows (e.g. in case

of machine breakdown),
• lot splitting or grouping (dealing with setup

times).

So decisions that result from business-oriented pro-
duction planning are embedded into the flow of prod-
ucts. This information may be used by an autonomous
manufacturing decision centre, to make its decision
making-process more accurate.

Conversely, the business decision support system may
observe the actual product flow. If deviation be-
tween current and predicted behaviours is too high, a
rescheduling procedure might be triggered.

In conclusion, main aspects of B2M cooperation,
like transmitting production schedule from business
to manufacturing, or notifying about production state
(usually from manufacturing to business) might be
done flexibly through the actual product flow. We will
now propose an infrasctructure, to enable this B2M
architecture.

4. ARCHITECTURE FOR PRODUCT-DRIVEN
B2M

4.1 Functional specification

The purpose of the system is cooperation between
business and manufacturing decisions systems, using

products. This main use case can be refined in three
sub-cases (figure 3):

• holonic product actuation, where data is sent to
the holon, either to initialise or to update its
informational attributes. These attributes may be
related to the "present" of the product, to its
"future" i.e. the way it must be manufactured, or
to its "past" i.e. what happened to it.
• holonic product sensing, where data come from

the holon to a decision system, either to track its
current or past states, or to get information about
the way to produce it.
• synchronisation with a physical product, where

the holon current state is updated to follow evo-
lutions of the physical product.

Fig. 3. UML use case diagram of product-driven B2M

4.2 Product model

According to the functional requirements, the holonic
product must contain information about its current
state, and technical information stating how to man-
ufacture it, and what was done to it.

First, the holonic product must stay synchronised with
the current state the physical product. According to
systemics, the life cycle of any product can be mod-
elled as continuous temporal, morphological or spa-
tial transformations. We assume that these transfor-
mations can be modelled asdiscrete processes. For
instance, a product moving by a forklift is represented
only as a discrete space transformation from start to
end point. This modelling comply with the discrete na-
ture of products observation (through a finite number
of sensors), and product actuation (through discrete
numerically controlled processes).

Therefore, a key attribute of holonic products is afinite
state machine(FSM), representing possible evolution
in its life-cycle. Indeed, event coming from physical
product sensing may induce change of the FSM active
state, enabling synchronisation between holonic prod-
uct and physical product.



Then, holonic products must embed any other techni-
cal contents required to implement B2M cooperation.
This might includes data about routing, transforming
and scheduling products. To keep product model small
and simple, all these contents are included into the
product model using their string representation. Seri-
alisation utilities such as XML, may be used to encode
complex content, providing scalability.

Finally, since attributes may be accessed not only by
their owner but also transmitted to peers, they must
haveunique identifiers. This identifier include holon
name and attribute name, but also holon type.

Indeed, in the scope of a broader holonic manufactur-
ing system, where resource holons may coexist with
product holons, attributes pertaining to one or the
other category must be distinguishable.

A class diagram, summarising the components of the
product informational structure is shown figure 4.

HolonModel

getContent(name : String) : String
addContent(attr : HolonicAttribute) : void

ProductID : String

PlainAttribute

setValue(newVal : String) : void

value : String

FSMAttribute

onEvent(eventID : String) : void

activeState : State

GlobalyUniqueAttributeName

matches(FQName : String) : boolean

holonName : String
localName : String
holonType : String

HolonicAttribute

getValue() : String

+owner

0..*

+contents

Identify

Fig. 4. Product-holon structure

4.3 Product interaction mode

We choose to model interactions between a holon
and a decision centre, pertaining to either the man-
ufacturing or the business decision system. Besides
the exchanged content, we study the protocol used
between the two peers. The foundation for intelligent
physical agents (FIPA) has defined several interaction
protocols.

Sending an actuation message to a product holon
is not really an issue: indeed this interaction is not
ambiguous, and can be done using one of the fipa-
request protocols. Conversely there are several ways
to define the product sensing interaction.

In the traditional resource-oriented control scheme,
decision-making process is triggered by changes in
resource states, and carried out by a manufacturing or
business decision centre.

If product data are needed by the decision-making pro-
cess they are obtained using an inspection procedure.
This interaction can be implemented using the query
interaction. We can notice that a decision centre don’t
query a particular product (e.g. by its name, or unique
product code), but the product at a given location.
Therefore, errors about products localisation may have
high impact on this procedure.

Table2. Protocolsto observeproductholonsflow

initiator of decision-maker protocol
the decision
resource resource query
product resource subscribe
product product contract net,

auction

Another possibility is to grant products the possibility
to initiate decisions. So, changes in the value of an
attribute of the product holon trigger the decision-
making process.

If products don’t support the actual decision-making
process, they will notify an external decision centre,
using for instance the fipa-subscribe protocol. This
implies that every attribute of the product holons have
been beforehand declared, to enable decision centres
to subscribe to them.

If the decision-making process is carried out by the
product itself, it will first get information about the
abilities of resources to support its needs, and finally
decide about the best proposition. A way to imple-
ment this kind of negotiation is to use either the fipa-
contract net protocol, or one the auction protocol.

The possible interaction schemes for observing the
flow of holonic products are summarised in table 2.
So, it is possible for the product to encompass the
whole decision chain. But we rather see the product
as a support of an external decision process, by initiat-
ing decisions, and providing decision aid information.
This fits better with the technical and human reality of
industry.

4.4 Implementation using agents

This abstract architecture is currently being imple-
mented using the JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment
framework), a FIPA-compliant framework for agent
development. Product-holons have been implemented
as agents. Every product-agent is given behaviours
that enable him to interact with other agents, and to
receive events from sensors (figure 5).

External decision-making entities have been repre-
sented in this platform using agents. Reactive and
distributed decisions are taken by rule-based agents,
which enforce each a particular rule. Predictive and
central decisions are made by other agents, being
interfaced with external scheduling tools. Finally,



Fig. 5. Schematic view of the agent representing a
holonic product

human-made decisions can be made through interface-
agents.

Moreover, the agent platform also receives physical
events. To avoid technical and cost issues, an emu-
lation of the physical process is used instead of real
equipments (Pannequin and Thomas, 2006).

Preliminary experiments using this platform showed
technical feasibility of the proposed architecture. Nev-
ertheless, more work is required to obtain quantitative
performance assessment.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a conceptual model
for cooperation between two autonomous decision
support systems: the business DSS, predictive and
centralised, and the distributed and reactive manufac-
turing DSS. Instead of the traditional B2M bridge, we
have proposed a cooperation scheme through holonic
products. An infrastructure has been presented, that
deals with storing generic informational attributes on
products, and with interaction of the product with
its decisional and physical environment. Implementa-
tion of this architecture using a multi-agent platform
showed qualitative validation of this architecture.

As perspective, the main concern to be studied is what
actual contents have to be put on the product. These
contents have to be relevant with respect to business
and manufacturing decision processes, to provide an
efficient decision aid. Evaluating their significance
would be done using our platform. These experiments
may also enable a more precise validation of the
concepts presented in this paper.
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